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Trace overview
Use Trace to directly investigate key forensic and security events on Linux, Mac, and
Windows endpoints across a network. Trace provides a live and historical view of critical
events including process execution, logon history, network connections, and file and
registry changes. The Trace solution consists of three parts:
l
l
l

The Trace event recorder that monitors event data on the endpoint.
The Trace interface where you can explore and manage endpoint Trace data.
The sensors for issuing searches across the entire enterprise for Trace data.

About the Trace event recorder
The Trace event recorder continuously saves key forensic evidence on each endpoint.
The event recorder monitors the endpoint kernel and other low-level subsystems to
capture a variety of events.
Even an idle system quickly accumulates data. Trace intelligently collates similar events
and efficiently stores them in a local database. The default configuration can retain up to
several months of historical data. You can customize the amount of local storage that is
consumed by Trace, and filter the types of recorded evidence.
Traditional disk and memory forensics techniques can successfully reconstruct
fragments of endpoint activity, but are limited to the evidence that is natively preserved
by the underlying operating system. This type of evidence from a period of interest can
rapidly degrade as time elapses. Trace maintains a complete, easy-to-interpret history of
events so you can replay recent system events.

Types of recorded events
Trace records a broad range of events, that include additional context and metadata, and
UTC timestamps. Recorded event examples include: process execution, file system
activity, registry changes, network connections, driver and library loads, and user
authentication. You can specify which process, registry, network, file, and security
events Trace records.
Tip: For more meaningful databases and to retain data for longer periods, consider
excluding events that occur in high numbers; for example, LanguageList registry
values.
Event filtering is based on the following types:
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Table 1: Event types
Event
type

Description

Driver

Driver load events, including the full path and hash. For Windows, it also includes if the
driver was digitally signed and the signing entity.

Driver events typically make up a small amount of events overall. You cannot filter
driver events.
File

File system events, such as files written to directory locations on the endpoint. The
associated process and user context are included.

Possible examples are a malware file being copied to a location that Windows Update
uses, or content changes made to a file.
Network Network connection events, such as an HTTP request to an internet location, including
the associated process and user context. Events are recorded for all inbound and
outbound TCP and UDP connections.
l
l

Outbound: Connections, attempts, successes, disconnects, and failures are logged.
Inbound: Only accepted connections and disconnects are logged.

Process Process create, child process create, and process exit events. The full command line,
MD5 hash, parent process metadata, and user context are included.
Registry [Windows only] Changes to the registry including the creation or alteration of registry
keys and values. Includes the associated process and user context.
Security Security events include authentication, privilege escalation, and more. This event type
includes logon events, even if operating system logs have rolled.
DNS

[Windows 8.1 or later] DNS request information, including the process path, user, query,
response, and the type of operation.

Image

[Windows only] Image load events include:
l
l

The full path and hash
The entity that signed an image, or a designation of "Unsigned" if the image is not
signed.

A possible example is the loading of an unsigned DLL.

Sources of event recorder data
The event recorder gathers data from multiple sources into a single, local database on
the endpoint. Kernel events are gathered from Linux, Mac, and Windows tools. On
Windows endpoints, the optional Microsoft Sysmon configuration provides additional
information about the executed processes.
Some features of the Trace recorder require specific versions of Windows.
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Table 2: Trace recorder features
Feature

Windows
Server
2008 R2

Windows Windows
Server
Server
2012
2012 R2 or
later

Windows Windows Windows
7
8
8.1 or
later

DNS events

Not
Available

Not
Available

Available

Not
Available

Not
Available

Available

Process hashes
and commandline information

Requires
Sysmon

Available

Available

Requires
Sysmon

Available

Available

Driver loads

Available*

Available

Available

Available*

Available

Available

* If Sysmon is configured, the driver load information recorded by Sysmon is used.

Integration with other Tanium products
When coupled with other Tanium products you can apply the findings from an
investigation as you investigate or at any time after. The findings from an investigation
are essential inputs to short and long-term remediation plans, and they can be
developed in parallel to the investigation from the start.

Tanium™ Connect
Trace uses data from Tanium Connect to elaborate on process and driver hash events.
The source data adds details about these events for an at-a-glance reputation status
assessment from multiple threat intelligence providers.

Tanium™ Incident Response
Trace works with Tanium Incident Response to provide enterprise hunting at scale. Use
sensors from either solution to search across endpoints by operating system or intrusion
lifecycle phase, and for specific types of evidence. For example, use the Autorun
Program Details sensor to search for all persistent binaries in your environment. Some
sensors also include common use buttons that fill parameter fields, such as the Trace
Executed Processes PowerShell Suspicious Command Line Arguments search on
Windows endpoints. The results from all endpoints are presented as an actionable
Interact grid within Trace.

Tanium™ Detect
Use Trace saved evidence from analyzed endpoints to create Tanium Detect indicators
of compromise (IOC) intel documents to scan endpoints across the network. The event
recorder monitors for Detect signals and notifies Detect if any events match the signal.
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Missing a single infected system, backdoor command-and-control address, or
compromised set of user credentials can potentially allow an attacker to easily regain
access and nullify the entire remediation effort.

Tanium™ Protect
Use Trace findings to create process and network rule policies for Windows endpoints in
Tanium Protect to prevent future incidents across the network. Failing to identify and
address more fundamental vulnerabilities exploited during an incident leaves the
organization with no net improvement to their security posture.

Tanium™ Trends
Use any of the Trace saved questions in Tanium Trends boards and panels to provide
graphical representation of Trace data overall. Trends can pivot from the overall view to
Tanium Interact for specific responses by endpoint.

Figure 1: Trends bar chart showing Trace database health by endpoint count
To obtain a license for these and other Tanium products, contact your Tanium Technical
Account Manager (TAM).
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Getting started with Trace
1. Install the Trace module and deploy the Trace packages to endpoints. See
Installing Trace on page 20.
If you are upgrading your version of Trace. See Upgrade the Trace version on
page 26.
2. Connect to an endpoint. See Connecting to live endpoints and taking snapshots
on page 27.
3. Review endpoint data and drill down to specific events. See Exploring endpoint
processes and events on page 32.
4. Conduct forensic analysis. See Saving evidence for analysis on page 40.
5. Examine other endpoints. See Searching across the enterprise on page 47.
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Requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Trace.

Tanium dependencies
In addition to a license for the Trace product module, there are minimum requirements
for other Tanium components.
Component

Requirement

Tanium Platform

6.5 or later.

Enhanced functionality is available with version
7.0.314.6042 and later. Installing Tanium™ Interact
is also suggested.
For more information, see Tanium Core Platform
Installation Guide: Installing Tanium Server.
Tanium Client

The event recorder is supported on the same Linux
and Mac endpoints as the Tanium Client. For
Windows endpoints, you must have a minimum of
Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 R2. Windows
8.1 provides DNS event recording capability.

For more information about specific Tanium Client
versions, see Tanium Client Deployment Guide:
Client host system requirements.
Tanium Connect

4.1.0 or later (optional).

Tanium Detect

2.4.2 or later (optional).

Tanium Incident
Response

3.3.1 or later (optional).

Tanium Protect

1.0.1 or later (optional).

Tanium Trends

1.0 or later (optional).

For information about activating product licenses, see Tanium Knowledge Base:
Licensing.

Endpoint hardware and software requirements
A minimum of 100 MB RAM is required on each endpoint device. By default, the
endpoint database is 1 GB in size. There must be three times the maximum database
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size available in free disk space. The CPU demand on the endpoint averages less than
1%.
For Linux endpoints, you must:
l

l

Install the most recent stable version of the audit daemon and audispd-plugins
before initializing endpoints. See the specific operating system documentation for
instructions.
Be aware that when using immutable "-e 2" mode, the Linux event recorder adds
Tanium audit rules in front of the immutable flag. When using the -e 2 flag on Linux,
the endpoint must be restarted after the recorder is enabled.

Tanium Module Server computer resources
Trace is installed and runs as a service on the Module Server host computer. The impact
on Module Server host computer sizing is minimal and depends on usage. Contact your
Technical Account Manager (TAM) for details.

Third-party software
(Windows, Optional) Microsoft Sysmon
The latest supported version of Microsoft Sysmon is required to record process hashes
and command-line information on Windows endpoints earlier than Windows 8 and
Windows Server 2012 R2. For Windows 8 or later and Windows Server 2012 R2 or later,
Sysmon is not required. For more information about the types of data recorded by Trace,
see Trace recorder features on page 10.
To configure Sysmon on endpoints, see Configure Sysmon on page 22.

Host and network security requirements
Specific ports and processes are needed to run Trace.

Ports
The following ports are required for Trace communication.
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Component Port
Direction Service
number

Purpose

Module
Server

Zone Server

17443

Inbound

Trace
service

Support for uploading snapshots.

17444

Inbound

Trace
service

Trace agents connecting to the Module
Server for live connections to endpoints.

17449

Outbound

Trace
zone hub

(Optional) Tanium Trace zone hub
connection to Tanium Trace zone proxy.

17449

Inbound

Trace
zone
proxy

(Optional) Tanium Trace zone hub
connection to Tanium Trace zone proxy.

17444

Inbound

Trace
zone
proxy

(Optional) Connections from Trace agents.

Outbound

Tanium
Client

TaniumTraceWebsocketClient.exe
connecting to the Module Server or the Trace
zone proxy for live connections.

Tanium Client 17444

Security exclusions
A security administrator must create exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run
without interference if security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block
unknown host system processes.
Target device

Process

Tanium Module
Server

<Tanium Module Server>\services\trace\node.exe

Tanium Zone Proxy

<Trace Zone Proxy>\proxy\node.exe

Windows x86
endpoints

<Tanium
Client>\Tools\Trace\TaniumTraceWebsocketClient.exe
<Tanium Client>\Tools\Trace\TaniumSQLiteQuery.exe
<Tanium Client>\Tools\Trace\TaniumExecWrapper.exe
<Installation Location>\sysmon.exe
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Target device

Process

Windows x64
endpoints

<Tanium
Client>\Tools\Trace\TaniumTraceWebsocketClient.exe
<Tanium Client>\Tools\Trace\TaniumSQLiteQuery.exe
<Tanium Client>\Tools\Trace\TaniumExecWrapper.exe
<Installation Location>\sysmon.exe

Mac OS endpoints

<Tanium Client>/Tools/Trace/recorder
<Tanium
Client>/Tools/Trace/TaniumTraceWebsocketClient
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Trace/TaniumExecWrapper

Linux x86 endpoints

<Tanium Client>/Tools/Trace/recorder
<Tanium
Client>/Tools/Trace/TaniumTraceWebsocketClient
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Trace/TaniumExecWrapper

Linux x64 endpoints

<Tanium Client>/Tools/Trace/recorder
<Tanium
Client>/Tools/Trace/TaniumTraceWebsocketClient
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Trace/TaniumExecWrapper

Console roles and privileges
For Tanium Platform version 6.5 or 7.0, users with a minimum of Action User permission
can perform all functions.
For version 7.1.314.3071 or later, use role-based access control (RBAC) permissions to
restrict access to Trace functions.
Table 3: Tanium 7.1 Trace User Role Privileges
Permission
Show Trace‡

Trace
Administrator
*

Trace
User
*

Trace Read Only
User
*

Access to the Trace workbench
Trace API Doc Read
View and list API Docs
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Permission
Trace Deployment Read

Trace
Administrator

Trace
User

Trace Read Only
User

*

View and list deployments
Trace Endpoint Configuration Read

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

View and list endpoint configurations
Trace Enterprise Hunting Read**
View and list sensors for enterprise
hunting
Trace Exports Read
View and list exported events
Trace Exports Write
Create and delete exported events
Trace File Downloads Read
View and list file downloads from live
endpoints
Trace File Downloads Write
Download and delete files from live
connections
Trace IOCs Read**
View and list incidents of compromise
Trace IOCs Write**
Create, edit, and delete incidents of
compromise
Trace Live Connections Read
View and list live endpoint connections
Trace Live Connections Write
Add, remove, and connect to live
endpoints
Trace Protect Rules Write**
Create, edit, and delete Protect rules
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Permission

Trace
Administrator

Trace Saved Events Read

Trace
User

*

*

*

*

*

*

Trace Read Only
User

View and list saved events
Trace Saved Events Write
Save events from live endpoint
connections
Trace Snapshots Read
View and list snapshots
Trace Snapshots Write
Capture and delete snapshots
Trace Use API

*

Perform Trace operations using the API
Trace Deployment Write
Deploy Trace to endpoints

Table 4: Tanium 7.1 Advanced User Role Privileges
Permission

Content Set for
Permission

Ask Dynamic
Questions

Trace
Administrator

Trace
User

*

*

Read Sensor

Reserved

*

*

Read Sensor

Trace Analysis

*

*

Read Sensor

Trace Deployment

*

*

Write Sensor

Trace Deployment

*

Write Action

Trace Analysis

*

Write Action

Trace Deployment

*

Write Package

Trace Analysis

*

Write Package

Trace Deployment

*
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Permission

Content Set for
Permission

Execute Plugin

Trace Analysis

Trace
Administrator
*

Trace
User
*

Trace Read Only
User
*

For more information and descriptions of content sets and permissions, see the Tanium
Core Platform User Guide: Users and user groups.
‡ To install Trace, you must have the reserved role of Administrator.
* Denotes an implied permission.
** Requires permissions for other modules or solutions to complete all tasks in other
modules and see all content; such as Detect (version 3.0.6 or later), Protect (version
1.3.0 or later), Connect (version 4.3.0 or later), or Interact. You can assign a role for
another product, or create a custom role that lists just the specific privileges needed.
For example, to do everything in Trace and its features that integrate with other Tanium
products, the user would need:
l
l
l

l

Trace Administrator role
Protect User role to pivot from Trace saved evidence into Protect rules
Connect Administrator role or just the Connect Reputation Read privilege to see
reputation data
Show Interact role to view the status results of endpoints

Note: To use Trace with Tanium IOC Detect 2.x, Trace roles must be assigned
Legacy - Question Author permissions.
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Installing Trace
Installing Trace is a two-part process.
1. Import and configure the Trace Module into the Tanium Module Server.
2. Push Trace packages to the endpoints. You can optionally configure access
control to the Trace module.
Note: The procedures and screen captures that are in the documentation are for
Version 7 and later. Version 6 procedures and screens might vary.

Set up Trace
To use Trace, you must first import the module, then determine which computer groups
should have Trace installed on their endpoints.

Before you begin
Exempt the Trace executables from "on-access" scans as defined in the Tanium
Knowledge Base: Security Exemptions article.

Import the Trace Module
Install Tanium Trace by importing it from the Tanium Console.
Note: You must be assigned the Administrator reserved role to import a Tanium
solution module or content pack.
1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. Under Trace, click Import.
A progress bar displays as the installation package is downloaded.
3. Click Continue.
The Import Solution window opens with a list of all the changes and import
options.
4. Initiate the import.
l For platform version 6.5 and 7.0, click Proceed with Import.
l For platform version 7.1.314.3071 and later, enable Include content set
overwrite and click Proceed with Import.
For more information, see Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Align content
for modules.
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5. Enter your password to confirm the installation.
6. To confirm the installation, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the
Installed version for Trace.
Tip: If you do not see the Trace module in the console, refresh your browser.

Add computer groups to Trace Setup action group
When you import the Trace module it automatically creates an action group. You must
select the computer groups that are included in the Trace Setup group.
1. From the Main menu, go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. In the Action Groups pane, select Trace Setup and click Edit.
3. Make selections in the Computer Groups section.
4. Select an operand from the Combine groups using drop-down menu.
5. (Optional) Review the included machines in the All machines currently included in
this action group section.
Note: This grid might take a few moments to populate when you change
selections.
6. Click Save.
7. Enter your password to confirm the changes.

Configure cipher suites
You can optionally configure the default cipher suites for Trace and Trace Zone Proxy.
By default, only ciphers that are specific to TLS 1.2 are enabled. If you need to further
customize the cipher suite, you can modify the service command line.
To add or remove ciphers for Trace on Windows, modify the HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Tanium
Trace\Parameters\AppParameters registry key to edit the --tls-cipher-list value
in OpenSSL cipher list format, and then restart the service. For more information about
the cipher list format, see OpenSSL: Cipher List Format.

Install Trace on endpoints
Trace deploys packages along with the Microsoft Sysmon tool to gather the endpoint
information that is aggregated into Trace.
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Before you begin
For Linux endpoints, you must:
l

l

Install the most recent stable version of the audit daemon and audispd-plugins
before initializing endpoints. See the specific operating system documentation for
instructions.
Be aware that when using immutable "-e 2" mode, the Linux event recorder adds
Tanium audit rules in front of the immutable flag. When using the -e 2 flag on Linux,
the endpoint must be restarted after the recorder is enabled.

Configure Sysmon
(Optional) For Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 endpoints, Sysmon is required
for recording process hash and command-line information. Sysmon is not required to
capture this information for newer Windows versions. For more information, see Trace
recorder features on page 10.
1. Go to technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/sysmon and download the
sysmon.zip file to your local computer.
Review the Microsoft Software License Terms before you upload Sysmon in Trace.
2. From the Trace home page, go to the Configure Trace section. Click the Configure
Sysmon tab, and click Configure Sysmon.
Note: If the Configure Trace section is not visible in the Trace home page,
click Manage Home Page, select Configure Trace, and click Save.
3. Select how you want Trace to use Sysmon.
Tip: If you use Trace to deploy Sysmon, you must download the
sysmon.zip file to your local computer.
Only add Sysmon to the endpoints that require it.
l Add Sysmon to all endpoints, even if some endpoints cannot use it.
l Do not use Trace to deploy Sysmon. Only the endpoints with Sysmon
already installed can process hash and command-line information.
4. Browse to the sysmon.zip file and click Upload.
5. Click OK.
l

If Sysmon was already installed on the endpoint, you can opt-in to using Sysmon with
Trace. However, if you then later opt out of using Sysmon, the previously installed
Sysmon version will be removed from the endpoint.
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Configure endpoint database settings
Specific Trace information for each endpoint exists in a local database. You can restrict
database volume by size and days of storage. Adjust the settings for each endpoint
database to suit a specific environment.
Additionally, you can test the event recorder on a representative sample of each type of
system you want to monitor. Systems with different roles can generate a higher volume
of certain types of events. For example, domain controllers typically generate more
security events and network traffic than an average end-user workstation. You can build
custom configurations that maximize event retention across an environment, while
excluding unwanted activity.
1. From the Main menu, click Trace.
2. Click Settings

.

3. On the Groups tab, click Add Group or view an existing configuration.
4. Add a name and select a computer group.
Note: The computer group must be added to the Trace Setup Action Group
before you can select it.
5. Specify the database behavior.
a. In the Maximum Size field, specify a limit for the database.
If the maximum database size is reached, the endpoint purges events.
b. In the Maximum Days field, select the number of days that events are
retained.
Older events are purged from the endpoint database.
c. (Linux and Mac) If needed, change the Maximum CPU Threshold
percentage.
If the endpoint CPU usage per processor exceeds this percentage over a one
minute period, the event recorder is disabled and audit rules are removed.
The default is 25%. For more information about restarting the event recorder,
see Start or stop the Trace event recorder on page 57
d. (Linux only) Make a selection from the Enable Auditd Raw Logging dropdown menu.
l True: Adds audit rules and writes the raw logs to disk.
IMPORTANT: This setting increases the audit log volume on the
endpoint.
l

False: Disables writing logs to disk. Use this setting for improved event
throughput and lower CPU usage.
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IMPORTANT: Be sure that you do not have other, non-Tanium,
processes that depend on reading raw audit logs.
e. (Linux and Mac) Select Enable recorder CPU throttling on Mac and Linux to
log messages and events. If selected, information is logged to
/var/log/messages and recorder.log and processing is throttled to
log events over a larger period of time to conserve resources and minimize
potential disruption.
6. Complete the database event details.
a. Select the types of events to record.
All registry, file, and DNS events are included, and all Tanium events are
excluded by default. A selection of network and security events are included
in the default configuration. For example, on most Windows systems registry
events generate the highest volume of event recorder activity.
b. Add any filters for registry, file, network, or process events.
Configuration Description
Option
Registry Filters

[Windows only] Excludes Windows registry events when specific
key-value pairs match.
For example, Key: \HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\ and
Value: \StaleList\.

File Filters

Excludes file events that match the beginning of the specified file
path.
For example, C:\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium
Client\ or /proc.

Network Filters

Excludes network events that match the defined IP address or
port, and operation values.
For example, Address: 127.0.0.1, Port 80, Operation:
Connection Accepted.

Ports that you specify in Network Filters match the destination port.
The destination port is the port to which a connection is made on
the targeted host.
Process Filters

Excludes events based on the process path, name, or (Mac and
Linux only) command-line argument.
For example, C:\Program Files
(x86)\Google\Chrome\Application\* filters all
processes in the Applications folder.

7. Click Save.
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8. Click Deploy.
When changes are saved but have not been deployed, a Changes pending
message is displayed.
The order of the configuration impacts how they are applied to the endpoint, see Change
the endpoint database configuration priority on page 53 for more information.

Initialize endpoints
When endpoints are initialized, Trace deploys the following packages to each endpoint
in the Trace Setup action group:
l
l
l

Trace tools
Trace certificate
Event recorder configuration settings

The initialization actions are scheduled to run continuously to ensure that Trace is
properly installed on all selected endpoints. If the progress bars have not reached 100%,
this does not necessarily mean that Trace is not properly installed on all endpoints.
1. From the Main menu, click Trace.
2. For Linux or Mac endpoints, click Settings

.

3. On the General tab under the Update Service Settings heading, select Enable
Linux Endpoints and/or Enable Mac Endpoints, and click Save.
4. From the Trace home page, click the Initialize Endpoints link in the Configure
Trace section, and then click Initialize Endpoints.
Note: If the Configure Trace section is not visible in the Trace home page,
click Manage Home Page, select Configure Trace, and click Save.
5. Click Yes in the confirmation window.
6. Click any of the progress bars to retrieve the latest status from each configuration
step.
Tip: You can also use the Tanium Trace Status sensor to retrieve up to date
information on endpoint initialization.
You can now connect to live endpoints, create snapshots, and do forensic analysis.
Note: After direct live endpoint connections have been established, you can set up
the Trace zone proxy service if you are using a Zone Server in your environment.
See Reference: Setting up the Trace zone proxy service on page 62.
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Upgrade the Trace version
Upgrade Trace by importing it in the Tanium Console.
Tip: To preserve existing endpoint databases, take snapshots of important
endpoints before upgrading.
1. From the Main menu, select Tanium Solutions.
2. Locate Trace and click Upgrade to <version> .
A progress bar is displayed as the installation package is downloaded.
3. Click Continue.
The Import Solution page opens with a list of all changes and import options.
4. Initiate the upgrade.
l For platform version 6.5 and 7.0, click Proceed with Import.
l For platform version 7.1.314.3071 and later, enable the Include content set
overwrite check box and click Proceed with Import.
For more information, see the Tanium Core platform User Guide: Align
content for modules.
5. Enter your password to confirm the upgrade.
6. Return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the Installed version for Trace
from the Main menu.
Tip: If the Trace version has not updated in the console, refresh your
browser.
7. Recreate any custom user roles.
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Connecting to live endpoints and taking
snapshots
There are two ways to review endpoint data:
l

l

In real time, with a live endpoint connection.
With live endpoint connections, you can conduct analysis within seconds, without
time--consuming data transfers or parsing. You can take multiple snapshots of the
endpoint data, export events, and save evidence for remediation.
Asynchronously, from an endpoint snapshot of the data.
Snapshots capture the endpoint data for investigation offline, preserving the Trace
database for storage and collaborative analysis on the Tanium Module Server.
With snapshots, you can export events, and save evidence for long-term analysis.

Connect to a live endpoint
The Live Endpoint menu displays endpoint connections that have been attempted, are
connected, have failed, or that the connection has been closed.
Note: Connections close automatically after ten minutes of inactivity.

Add a live endpoint
You can make a live endpoint connection to one or more endpoints that are part of the
Trace Setup action group.
1. Go to Live Endpoints on the Trace home page.
2. Type the IP address or computer name of an endpoint that you want to add.
Matching endpoints appear as you type. For an endpoint to display as a match, it
must be registered with Tanium and be a member of a computer group that is
accessible to you.
The first time that you start Trace, the list of endpoints that are accessible to you
might take a few minutes to populate. If the endpoint you want to add is not in the
list, verify that the endpoint is a member of a computer group that you can access.
An indicator next to the text field shows whether an endpoint is currently online.
See Installing Trace on page 20 for more information.
3. Select the endpoint to add.
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4. Click Connect.
The live endpoint connection status appears next to the endpoint, with the
connection information displayed below.

There are several possible statuses: Active, Failed to Connect, Unexpected
Interruption, or Timed Out.
An endpoint remains on the Live Endpoints list until the connection is manually closed,
regardless of the connection status. The connection times out after ten minutes of
inactivity. If you are having trouble making a connection, see Resolve live endpoint
connection problems on page 54.

Reconnect to a live endpoint
If a live endpoint connection has been attempted, the connection information persists to
re-initiate it.
1. On the Trace home page, go to Live Endpoints.
2. Select one or more endpoints.
3. Click Connect.

Capture a snapshot
You can capture a snapshot of an endpoint database for offline analysis and detailed
forensics.
1. On the Trace home page, go to Live Endpoints.
2. Click the computer name to go to the events grid.
3. Click Capture.
Trace measures the size of the database and verifies that there is enough disk
space for the snapshot.
4. Click Yes in the confirmation window.
5. Go to Saved Evidence > Snapshots.
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6. View the snapshot progress by expanding the computer name.

The endpoint name and the number of captures appear in the Snapshots menu. The
snapshot name is the endpoint host name with a timestamp in a YYYY_MM_
DDTHH.MM.SS.mmmZ format.

Close the connection
You can manually close a connection to one or more endpoints if needed.
1. Select the endpoints you want to disconnect on the Live Endpoints page.
2. Click Delete.
The endpoint is removed from the Live Endpoints list.

Manage snapshots
Snapshots show all the data from an endpoint. The database file contains historical
event activity going back to the first moment of recording or to the configured limits.
Snapshots are stored on the Tanium Module Service.

Export a snapshot from an endpoint
You can retrieve the endpoint database manually if an offline endpoint or a live
connection fails.
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1. Log on to the endpoint with administrator credentials.
2. Stop the endpoint recorder.
Operating
System

Instructions

Windows

a. From the Windows Start Menu, click Run.
b. Type services.msc and click OK.
c. Locate the Tanium Client service, right-click and select Stop.

Linux

Stop the auditd service with the following command:
service auditd stop

Mac

From the Tools/Trace directory, run the following script as root or
superuser:
./TaniumRecorder --stop

3. Copy the monitor.db file to a location accessible to the Tanium Console from
the Tanium Client installation directory.
Note: Change the file name to include the host name and a timestamp in this
format hostname_YYYY_MM_DDTHH.MM.SS.mmmZ.db. The file name is
displayed in Trace.
4. Start the endpoint recorder.
Operating
System

Instructions

Windows

a. From the Windows Start Menu, click Run.
b. Type services.msc and click OK.
c. Locate the Tanium Client service, right-click and select Start.

Linux

Start the auditd service with the following command:
service auditd start

Mac

From the Tools/Trace directory, run the following script as root or
superuser:
./TaniumRecorder --start

Upload a snapshot
You can upload an exported snapshot to the Tanium Module Server.
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1. (Optional) Install your own upload authentication certificates.
a. Stop the Trace service on the Tanium Module Server.
b. Replace these files with the signed key pair:
For TanOS host machines, replace the backslash (\) with a forward slash (/).
l services\trace\certs\httpPrivKey.pem
l services\trace\certs\httpPublicCert.pem
Tip: Go to https://<Tanium Module
Server>:17443/status to verify your access. If you do not
receive a self-signed certificate notice, it was successful.
c. Restart the Tanium Trace service.
2. Go to Trace > Saved Evidence > Snapshots and click Upload Snapshot in the
Tanium Console.
3. Browse to the saved snapshot.
4. Click Upload & Connect.
If you are having difficulty uploading a snapshot, you might need to Update the Trace
service URL on page 55.

Delete a snapshot
You can permanently remove an endpoint snapshot from the Tanium Module Server.
1. Go to Saved Evidence > Snapshots from the Trace home page and select one or
more endpoints.
2. Select what you want to delete.
l
l

To delete a specific snapshot, click delete on the right side

.

To delete all snapshots for an endpoint, select the endpoint and click delete
.

3. Click Yes in the confirmation window.
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Exploring endpoint processes and events
You can inspect and investigate endpoint data after you make a live connection or
capture a snapshot.

Search for events
Search endpoint data for events using various parameters and operands. The search
section displays all times in the UTC time standard.
1. Open the events grid on a live connection or snapshot.
For live connections:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Live Endpoints.
b. For an active connection, click the Computer Name.
For snapshots:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Snapshots.
b. Click the caret
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

to expand the list of available snapshots.

c. Click the snapshot name or date.
(Optional) Click an Explore By button.
(Optional) Click a quick Date Range button.
Select a parameter from the drop-down list.
Each exploration button changes what options are available; such as process
path, IP address, operation, event type, hash, signature, key value, and more.
Select an operand from the drop-down list.
Enter the search information.
(Optional) Click Add to create a complex search expression.
Tip: Use Add to connect multiple words if you are searching for commandline events.

You can change search entries by clicking the entry and then clicking Update.
8. Click Search.
9. (Optional) Click Export to Excel to share your search results.
The results and a count are shown below the search expression.
To view details about a process, click the process of interest. A page of detailed
information appears. The information includes a timeline and a history table. The
timeline represents the duration of the process from creation to termination and plots
each of the events that occurred within the context of the process.
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The Detailed Process History table includes information about the timestamp, item type,
operation, and operand. Additional process information appears, including:
l
l
l
l

Process path
Command line
Hash
Parent command line

l
l
l
l

Process ID
Parent process ID
Time of the event
User

View event distribution
You can compare all of the events on an endpoint by count to understand which event
types are consuming the most space. The results of this comparison help you to decide
which events to filter out. All of the records in the database on the specific endpoint
appear, limited by the maximum size or days configured.
1. Open the events grid on a live connection or snapshot.
For live connections:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Live Endpoints.
b. For an active connection, click the Computer Name.
For snapshots:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Snapshots.
b. Click the caret

to expand the list of available snapshots.

c. Click the snapshot name or date.
2. Click Event Distribution.
3. Review the events.
l Click Sort By Count to reorder the events.
l Hover over a bar to see the exact number of events.
4. When you are done, click OK.

Filter the Events grid
Trace provides detailed information with extensive capabilities for sorting and filtering
events. The events grid is available on live endpoint connections and snapshots.
Use the exploration buttons to sort events by type: Combined, Driver, File, Network,
Process, Registry, Security, DNS, and Image. The Combined view contains File,
Network, Process, Registry, DNS, and Image events. The Combined view does not
include Driver or Security events.
You can further limit the dataset by selecting one of the date range buttons for frequently
used timeframes. If you need a different date range, create a search expression.
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Figure 2: Event search options

View Process and Event Details
Use the data visualization tools to interactively review endpoint events from timeline or
relationship tree views.
When you double-click a search result, a page opens for the process that is responsible
for the selected event. On this page, you can analyze the scope of a single process over
time, rather than the scope of all events that match the initial search criteria. The Process
Details page displays all of the file, network, registry, and child process activity that was
initiated by the current process in both a visual timeline and a grid. This page also
provides the full process image path and arguments, user context, hash, and parent
command line.
You can open and close the Process Details section by clicking the caret (v). Clicking
the caret twice collapses the process details further. For even more screen space, you
can collapse the left navigation menu.
Note: If the Process Details section contains question marks, it is possible that
Trace has not been deployed when the process was launched or if your
configuration does not use Sysmon.
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Figure 3: Process Details section closed

Figure 4: Process Details section open
You can see more details about the process history with the Event History tab.

Figure 5: Example event history

View the Process Timeline
The process timeline shows the events over the lifetime of a process for inspection.
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1. Open the events grid on a live connection or snapshot.
For live connections:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Live Endpoints.
b. For an active connection, click the Computer Name.
For snapshots:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Snapshots.
b. Click the caret

to expand the list of available snapshots.

c. Click the snapshot name or date.
2. Double-click a row to view the associated process details page.
3. In the Process Visualizations section, click Timeline

.

The Timeline view opens. You can zoom in and out with the scroll wheel of your mouse,
click and drag, and double-click on events to change the view. For specific information,
you can hover over an event.

Figure 6: The process timeline

View the Process Tree
The Process Tree view provides a clickable tree view of network processes with layers
of detailed information. The tree view displays the current process, parent, children, and
peer nodes.
1. Open the events grid on a live connection or snapshot.
For live connections:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Live Endpoints.
b. For an active connection, click the Computer Name.
For snapshots:
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a. From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Snapshots.
b. Click the caret

to expand the list of available snapshots.

c. Click the snapshot name or date.
2. Double-click a row to view the associated process details page.
3. In the Process Visualizations section, click Tree

.

The tree view opens. You can zoom in and out, click and drag, and double-click events
to change the view.

Figure 7: The process tree view with svchost.exe selected
You can isolate one of the processes in the tree view and quickly focus on an artifact for
analysis.

Figure 8: A closer look at a suspicious process

How reputation data works with Trace
Reputation data provides more insight into which evidence might be good candidates to
save for further analysis and action. Through a Tanium Connect integration, Trace uses
the reputation data from third-parties, such as VirusTotal or Palo Alto Networks WildFire,
to provide an at-a-glance status for process and driver hashes.
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Note: Trace hash reputation data requires Connect version 4.1 or later. Configure
at least one reputation source. For more information, see Tanium Connect User
Guide: Configuring Reputation Data.
The hash at-a-glance indicator is available from the Event grid or from the Process
Details page.

Figure 9: Event grid with reputation service
A hash can have one of the following ratings:

l

Non-Malicious (Green)
Malicious (Red)
Suspicious (Yellow)
Unknown (Grey)

l

Pending (

l
l
l

)

Displaying the reputation coloring in the hash at-a-glance indicator requires the Connect
Reputation Read privilege. This privilege is not included by default in Trace
Administrator or Trace User roles.
Click a hash to open the Reputation Report Details. For VirusTotal reputation data, you
can expand the details and see a color-coded list of sources that have assessed the
hash.
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Figure 10: Example Reputation Report
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Saving evidence for analysis
Beyond saving a snapshot of an endpoint, you can save specific events from the
Process Details view that can be used to generate Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) for
use with Detect or Protect Policies. The saved evidence persists on the Tanium Module
Server even after closing the live endpoint connection. Saved evidence is visible to
multiple users to support information sharing among incident responders.

Save files
While reviewing the event data from a live endpoint connection, you can save files
directly from the Events grid as you investigate. You can save files of any type.
Note: You must have a live connection to the endpoint to save file evidence. You
cannot save file evidence from snapshots.
1. Go to Live Endpoints from the Trace home page.
2. Click the computer name for an active connection.
3. Use the Explore buttons or other search parameters to identify the file that you
want in the events grid.
Consider using the File button and a search expression to narrow the results.
4. Click an event row.
5. Click the Save icon in the row.

6. Review the size and path of the file and click Yes to confirm.
The file is saved under Saved Evidence > Files.

Download a file
There might be times when a suspicious file requires more analysis or reporting to threat
intelligence. After you have saved a file from a live connection as evidence, you can also
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download it from Trace. The file contents are in an encrypted ZIP format that is
downloaded to the machine that is hosting the browser.
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Files.
Select a saved file.
Click Download.
(Optional) Decrypt the file with the password infected.

If you need to inspect the file without opening it, the ZIP headers are not encrypted.

View file properties and values
The Files view displays the host and path by default; however, you might need more
information about a particular file.
1. From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Files.
2. Select a saved file.
3. Expand the details by clicking the arrow.

Delete a file
You can permanently remove a file from the Tanium Module Server.
1. From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Files.
2. Select a saved file.
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3. Click Delete.

Save events
When you save an event as evidence, it also includes additional details about the event
and its sources.
1. Open the Events grid on a live connection or snapshot.
For live connections:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Live Endpoints.
b. For an active connection, click the computer name.
For snapshots:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Snapshots.
b. Click the caret

to expand the list of available snapshots.

c. Click the snapshot name or date.
2. Use the Explore buttons or other search parameters to find the file that you want.
3. Click an event row.
4. Select the event to save. You have two options:
l On the Process Details page, select Save Process Evidence.
l In the Detailed Process History grid, select a row and click Add Evidence.
The event is saved under Saved Evidence > Events.

Create Protect rules
You can pivot from evidence on a single endpoint to create Protect policies for multiple
computer groups containing Windows endpoints. You can add them to existing process
rule policies or create new ones from Trace, where you seamlessly complete the policy
configuration in Protect.
Note: You must be licensed for Protect.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Events.
Click one or more saved events.
Click Create Protection Policy.
Confirm the evidence to use and click Create.
On the Policy Selector page, create a new policy or add the evidence to an
existing policy.
6. Complete the information on the Edit Policy page.
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7. Click Create or Update as appropriate.
8. Review the Policy Summary and add enforcements as needed.
For more information, see the Tanium Protect User Guide.

Delete an event
You can permanently remove event evidence from the Tanium Server.
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Events.
Select a saved event.
Click Delete.
On the confirmation window, click OK.

Export events
You can export some or all of the events from an endpoint as a zipped CSV file. If you
are exporting a large event database, take a snapshot and export the events from the
snapshot to reduce the load on the endpoint.
1. Open the events grid on a live connection or snapshot.
For live connections:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Live Endpoints.
b. For an active connection, click the Computer Name.
For snapshots:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Snapshots.
b. Click the caret

to expand the list of available snapshots.

c. Click the snapshot name or date.
2. (Optional) Use the Explore buttons or other search parameters to filter the rows.
3. Click Export

.

Tip: By default, exports for live connections are limited to 10,000 rows. If you
need to change this number, see Change the live connection export limit on
page 56. Snapshots are not limited.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Name the export.
Go to Saved Evidence > Exports.
Click Download.
On the confirmation window, click OK.

Large exports might take a while to become available.
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Tip: You can also export from the Event History tab of a specific process.

Copy event details
You can copy the contents of an event grid cell to use elsewhere in Tanium or other
programs.
1. Open the events grid on a live connection or snapshot.
For live connections:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Live Endpoints.
b. For an active connection, click the Computer Name.
For snapshots:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Snapshots.
b. Click the caret

to expand the list of available snapshots.

c. Click the snapshot name or date.
2. (Optional) Use the Explore buttons or other search parameters to find the cells that
you want.
3. Hold the Alt key while clicking the left mouse button on a event cell.
4. Paste the cell contents where needed.
Tip: You can also copy cells from the Event History tab of a specific process.

Delete an event
You can permanently remove event evidence from the Tanium Server.
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Exports.
Select an export.
Click Delete.
On the confirmation window, click OK.

Manage Trace IOCs
As you examine the endpoint event data during an investigation, you might confirm that
an event is malicious. You can save such events and files as evidence. If you are
licensed for Detect, you can use saved evidence items to generate IOC-formatted intel
documents directly in Trace. These Trace IOCs are viewable and managed by Detect,
where you can add them to recurring scans or start one immediately.
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Note: You must be licensed for Detect.
For more information about using intel documents, see the Tanium Detect User Guide.

Generate an IOC
You can create a new IOC from Trace for use in Detect.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From the Trace home page, go to IOCs.
Click New IOC.
(Optional) Rename the IOC.
Complete the IOC details.
In the IOC Normalized Tree drop-down menu, select Item from saved evidence.

6. Click Add

.

Tip: You can add multiple items.
7. Select an indicator type and value from the drop-down menus.
Trace populates the list information from the details of saved evidence.
8. Click Generate.
The new IOC is now available in Detect in the Trace source.

Edit an IOC
You can edit an existing Trace IOC.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From the Trace home page, go to IOCs.
In the IOC grid, select a row.
Click Edit.
Make your changes.
Click Save.

Delete a Trace IOC
When you delete a Trace IOC, it also removes it from Detect.
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1. From the Trace home page, go to IOCs.
2. In the IOC grid, select a row.
3. Click Delete.

Suggested reading
For further information about incident response and forensic investigation, see the
following resources.
McCarthy, N. K., and Matthew Todd. The Computer Incident Response Planning
Handbook Executable Plans for Protecting Information at Risk. New York: McGraw-Hill,
2012.
Pepe, Matthew, and Jason T. Luttgens. Incident Response & Computer Forensics. Third
ed.
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Searching across the enterprise
Event data becomes even more useful when used to locate suspicious activity on other
endpoints. Enterprise-wide searching helps you to evaluate the extent of an intrusion
and take informed action at scale.
Note: The Tanium Platform must be at version 7.0 or later and have Interact
installed.

Ask an enterprise-wide question
When an investigation leads you to a confirmed malicious event, you can quickly pivot
from the event details into a question to search all of your managed endpoints.
Trace enables this capability through sensors that power the Tanium core Ask a
Question feature. All of the data captured by Trace on every endpoint can be searched
at scale with the same 15-second response time that any other Tanium question
produces. Likewise, the same Trace data can be retrieved through recurring searches or
a SOAP API call. These results can be saved, aggregated over time, or redirected
through Tanium™ Connect to other security analysis or storage solutions, such as a
SIEM.
When examining process details within the endpoint data, any row of activity can be
transformed into a context-sensitive search. For example, selecting a row for a
CreateProcess operation prompts a search for a matching process by path, MD5 hash,
or full command line; selecting a file or registry row prompts a search by the operation
type and item path. You can also manually create more complex queries that leverage
the full Trace data set and provide advanced options, such as time range constraints and
regular expression matching.
1. Open the events grid on a live connection or snapshot.
For live connections:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Live Endpoints.
b. For an active connection, click the Computer Name.
For snapshots:
a. From the Trace home page, go to Saved Evidence > Snapshots.
b. Click the caret

to expand the list of available snapshots.

c. Click the snapshot name or date.
2. Use the Explore buttons or other search parameters to identify the event data.
3. Double-click an event to open the Process Details page.
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4. On the Event History tab, locate the row that you need.
5. At the end of the row, click the Question icon.
Tanium provides a list of possible questions.

6. Click a Question.
The Interact page opens to display the results of the question.
For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: Questions.

Hunt across the enterprise
Instead of pivoting from a single endpoint out, you can use the Incident Response and
Trace sensors to search for suspicious events on multiple endpoints across the network.
Queries for simple events, such as a process, registry key, or file, yield immediate
results. These queries let you search for “known-bad” events, and help recognize and
evaluate the “known-good” events. You might be encountering a set of evidence that
appears suspicious, at first, but might actually be normal system activity unrelated to an
intruder’s actions. The ability to instantly evaluate “How common is this event?” across
an environment can reduce the effort required to examine a system and to build more
accurate, resilient evidence for future use.
Note: To use all of the available Enterprise Hunting sensors, you must be licensed
for Incident Response.
For more information about the available sensors, see the Reference: Trace sensors on
page 71 or the Tanium Knowledge Base: Incident Response sensor Reference.
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1. In the left navigation pane, click Enterprise Hunting.
2. (Optional) Narrow the list of sensors by clicking filters or typing in search terms.
This limits the visible sensors and highlights the applicable Common Uses.

3. If you want to review the sensor summary, click the caret to expand.

4. Click the sensor name to open the parameters configuration page and complete
the fields as needed.
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Note: If a sensor has no configurable parameters, the Interact results grid
opens immediately.
If Common Uses are available, selecting one fills the parameter fields with the
appropriate information. You can edit the information as needed.

5. Click Ask Question.
The results are available in an Interact grid where you can also create a saved
question. You must close the grid to select a different sensor. For more information,
see the Tanium Interact User Guide: Results.
6. Select the results that need further investigation.
7. Open a live connection or take a snapshot of the endpoints in question and verify
that the events are actually malicious.
8. (Optional) Quarantine or remediate the compromised endpoints.
9. Create an IOC to scan for this type of activity in the future.
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Trace use cases
Example 1: Scan the enterprise and drill down
Assume you are running Trace sensor questions or other Tanium sensor questions to
hunt for a suspicious activity across the entire enterprise. For example, communication
to a non-reputable, foreign IP address that causes an alert on a network sensor.
The high-level steps are:
1. Use the Trace Network Connections sensor to find which hosts and processes
communicated with that IP address in the past.
2. Make a live endpoint connection to the suspected host or hosts.
3. Identify the offending process by filtering for the destination IP address on the
Network events grid.
4. Add the process and any other potential IP addresses to the Trace saved
evidence.
The evidence is now persistent, usable, and remains on the Tanium Server after the
endpoint is quarantined or remediated.

Example 2: Pivot from the endpoint to enterprise-wide
Assume that while analyzing a specific endpoint, you identify a randomly named
process writing data to the file C:\ProgramData\log.txt. You now want to scan the
rest of the enterprise to determine the extent of other processes writing data to this file.
The high-level steps are:
1. Click the question mark icon on the right side of the row showing the File Write
event for C:\ProgramData\log.txt.
A window opens with suggested questions. One of these questions would likely be
“Which computers have written to file C:\ProgramData\log.txt?"
2. Click the appropriate hyperlink to search for that evidence across the enterprise.
When you find an issue on a single system, you can assess the scope of the potential
compromise for the entire enterprise.

Example 3: Trace evidence and other Tanium Solutions
Assume that you are analyzing a specific endpoint or group of endpoints that you
believe to be a part of an incident. As you find evidence of malicious activity, you want to
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save the intelligence and add structure to the evidence to repeatedly interrogate other
endpoints for the data.
Note: You must be licensed for Detect. These instructions are for Detect 3.x and
later.
The high-level steps are:
1. As you drill down into processes, save the artifacts and evidence that you need.
l The Save process evidence check box saves all process details.
l The Add Evidence button, located above the Detailed Process History grid,
saves artifacts like registry, file system, and network events.
2. Review the saved evidence to ensure all important events are listed.
3. Create an IOC intel document with a unique name and complete the necessary
details.
4. Add logic and items from saved evidence.
5. Generate the IOC.
The IOC populates to the Detect solution with Trace as the source.
6. (Optional) Add a label the Trace intel document.
7. Add the source or label to an existing group configuration for continuous
background scanning.
8. (Optional) Run a quick scan.
You have now codified threat intelligence to use for continuous searching for similar
activity.
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Troubleshooting Trace
If Trace is not performing as expected, you might need to perform troubleshooting or
create workarounds. For assistance, contact your Tanium technical account manager
(TAM).

Identify Linux endpoints missing auditd
If Linux endpoint events are not being recorded, they might be missing the audit daemon
and audispd. Ideally, the audit daemon is installed and configured before installing the
Trace module, but it is possible for endpoints to come online at a later time.
1. (Optional) Create the auditd package.
You can either create a general installation package and put the logic in the scripts
or you can have a simple script and put the logic in the Tanium query. See Tanium
Core Platform User Guide: Creating and managing packages.
Tip: Create saved actions that periodically check for and deploy this
package in the future.
2. Ask the question: Get Installed Application Exists[audit] from all machines
with Is Linux containing "true".
3. Use your preferred method to deploy the appropriate auditd package to the
identified endpoints.
IMPORTANT: If you need to distribute the package to a large number of
endpoints, spread the changes out over time to avoid a negative impact on
the network.

Change the endpoint database configuration priority
You can create multiple configurations and assign them to computer groups. The order
of the endpoint database configuration decides its priority. If an endpoint is a member of
multiple computer groups with conflicting endpoint database configurations, the first
configuration on the list is applied to the endpoint. When there are three or more
endpoint database configuration groups, you can move the groups up or down as
needed.
1. Go to the Trace home page.
2. Click Settings

.

3. Click the Groups tab.
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4. Use the arrows to reorder the configurations.

5. Click Publish All.
When changes are saved but have not been deployed, a Changes pending message
appears. If you need to change the settings, see Configure endpoint database settings
on page 23 for more information.

Resolve live endpoint connection problems
If you are having difficulty making a live connection to an endpoint, diagnose the issue
with this workflow.
1. In Interact, ask the Get Tanium Trace Status saved question and verify that the
endpoint status is No Issues found.
If the status is Install Needed, run the Distribute Tanium Trace Tools action.
2. Ask the Get Trace Endpoint Certificate Installed question and verify that the
endpoint status is True.
If it is not, then run the Install Tanium Trace Certificate action.
3. In Trace, click Settings , then click the General tab. Verify that the Module
Server IP address is correct under the Update Service Settings heading.
4. Verify that a firewall is not blocking the connection from the endpoints to the
Module Server:
a. From a remote computer, browse to https://<module server IP
address or FQDN>:17444/status.
b. If you get a message that the site cannot be reached, update firewall rules.
5. Verify that you are using the correct endpoint identification to initiate the
connection.
If initiating a connection from Trace, you must type in the IP address or Computer
Name, usually FQDN, that is recognized by Tanium or the connection fails.
Alternatively, you can:
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a. Use Interact to ask the Get Computer Name and IP Address from all
machines question.
b. From the results grid, select an endpoint and deploy the Start Tanium Trace
Session package.
6. Review the Start Tanium Trace Session action to verify that it has completed.
7. Access the endpoint and review the Trace Websocket Client file.
Operating
system

File path

Windows

<tanium_client_
directory>\Tools\Trace\TraceWebSocketClient.log

Linux

<tanium_client_
directory>/Tools/Trace/TraceWebsocketClient.log

Mac

<tanium_client_
directory>/Tools/Trace/TraceWebsocketClient.log

If needed, increase the log level to debug:
a. Create an .ini file with the same name and location as the websocket client
location.
For example, <tanium_client_
directory>\Tools\Trace\TraceWebsocketClient.ini.
b. Add the line: logging.loggers.root.level=debug.
c. Try to connect again and review the results in the log file.
8. If you cannot resolve the problem, contact your TAM with the following information:
l Trace service logs
l Action logs
l Trace Zone Proxy and Hub logs, if available
l Trace Websocket Client log
For configurations with the Trace Zone proxy service, see Troubleshoot the Trace zone
proxy service on page 68 for more information.

Update the Trace service URL
The Trace service URL is used to upload snapshots to Trace. It is unlikely that you
would need to change this URL; however you might need to update it if the host name or
IP address of the Tanium Module server changes.
1. Go to the Trace home page.
2. Click Settings

, then click the General tab.
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3. Update the Trace Service URL under the Update Service Settings heading.
4. Click Save.

Change the Module Server address
When Trace is installed, the installation process fills in the Module Server IP address
that the endpoints use to connect. If this address changes, you might need to update the
Service Settings.
1. Go to the Trace home page.
2. Click Settings

, then click the General tab.

3. Enter the IP address of the Module Server under the Update Service Settings
heading.
4. Click Save.

Update the endpoint certificate
Certificates authorize live connections between Trace and endpoints. A warning
message displays on the workbench as certificates near expiration. You can expand the
message for details about the specific certificate. Errors display in the same area in a red
box. See the following image for an example of a warning message.

1. Go to the Trace home page.
2. Click Settings

, then click the General tab.

3. Scroll to the Endpoint Certificate Settings heading.
4. Select an option:
l Click Generate self-signed certificate.
l Upload a certificate and private key.
The certificate must be in PEM format. In the certificate signing request,
enable both web server and web client authentication.
5. Click Install.

Change the live connection export limit
By default, exports are limited to 10,000 rows. You can adjust the limit if needed, as a
lower limit reduces the impact on endpoints.
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1. Go to the Trace home page.
2. Click Settings

, then click the General tab.

3. Under the Update Service Settings heading, edit the maximum number of rows.
4. Click Save.

Start or stop the Trace event recorder
You might need to manually start or stop the event recorder. For example, if the
database size exceeded the limit or if the CPU usage exceeded the threshold, which
automatically disabled the event recorder, you must resolve the underlying issue first
and then manually restart the event recorder. Or, if you find that the event recorder is
using more system resources than expected, you can stop the recorder and troubleshoot
the issue with risk of additional resource consumption.
IMPORTANT: After stopping, you must manually restart the event recorder, as it
does not restart automatically.
1. Use a question to target the affected endpoints.
For example, ask Get Tanium Trace Status from all machines.
2. Drill down to the specific endpoints.
3. Deploy the Toggle Trace Recorder or Toggle Trace Recorder [Mac-Linux]
package as an action.
l Select the Enable Trace Event Recorder check box to enable the recorder.
l Clear the Enable Trace Event Recorder check box to disable the recorder.
For more information, see the Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Managing and creating
Packages or the Tanium Interact User Guide: Using Deploy Action.

Recreate the endpoint database
If the database is identified as corrupt, you might need to clear the endpoint database.
1. Use a question to target the affected endpoints.
For example, ask Get Trace Invalid File Operations from all machines.
2. Drill down to the endpoints that return true.
3. Deploy the Recreate Tanium Trace Database or Recreate Tanium Trace
Database [Mac-Linux] package as an action.
For more information, see the Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Managing and creating
Packages or the Tanium Interact User Guide: Using Deploy Action.
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Collect a troubleshooting package
Use Trace to compile a collection of logs relevant for troubleshooting.
1. On the Trace home page, click Information

then click the Info tab.

2. Under Troubleshooting, click Collect.
3. Under Download Package, click the package file link.
The log zip file might take a few moments to appear in the download folder.

Collect troubleshooting information from endpoints
You can collect logs and other artifacts from individual endpoints to help resolve issues.
This information is useful to debug and configure signals with Tanium Detect. Collecting
logs from endpoints requires a live connection to the endpoint from which you want to
gather troubleshooting information.
1. From the Trace menu, click Live Endpoints.
2. Create a live connection to the endpoint from which you want to collect
troubleshooting information. For information on creating a live connection, see
Connecting to live endpoints and taking snapshots on page 27.
3. Select the endpoint from which you want to collect troubleshooting information.
4. Click Troubleshoot.
5. You are prompted to confirm whether or not you want to collect troubleshooting
information. If you select Yes, a package is gathered from the endpoint and a link
to the download package appears below the Troubleshooting button. The name of
the link is the time stamp of the troubleshooting package. Click the link to
download a ZIP file that contains troubleshooting information.
On Windows endpoints, a download package can contain:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Tanium Client\Trace\trace_*.txt
Tanium Client\monitor.db
Tanium Client\filters.json
Tanium Client\watchlist.json
Tanium Client\Tools\Detect3\detect.db
Tanium Client\Tools\Detect3\intel.db
Tanium Client\Tools\Detect3\version
Tanium Client\Tools\Detect3\logs\detect.log
Tanium Client\Tools\Detect3\logs\detect.log.*
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l
l

Tanium Client\Tools\Trace\TraceWebSocketClient.log
Tanium Client\Tools\Trace\TraceWebSocketClient.log.*

On Linux and Mac endpoints a download package can contain:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

TaniumClient/Tools/Trace/recorder.json
TaniumClient/Tools/Trace/recorder.log
TaniumClient/Tools/Trace/recorder.log.*
TaniumClient/Tools/Trace/filters.json
TaniumClient/Tools/Trace/watchlist.json
TaniumClient/Tools/Trace/monitor.db
TaniumClient/Tools/Trace/TraceWebSocketClient.log
TaniumClient/Tools/Trace/TraceWebSocketClient.log.*
TaniumClient/Tools/Detect3/detect.db
TaniumClient/Tools/Detect3/intel.db
TaniumClient/Tools/Detect3/logs/detect.log
TaniumClient/Tools/Detect3/logs/detect.log.*
/etc/audit/audit.rules
/etc/audit/auditd.conf
/etc/audisp/audispd.conf
/etc/audisp/plugins.d/trace.conf

Tip: You can use Tanium™ Incident Response Copy Tools to retrieve additional
files from endpoints. See the Tanium Incident Response User Guide: Copying IR
data to a central location for more information.

Manually back up and restore Trace configurations
You can create a backup or restore a backup to an existing Trace configuration. For
example, you might use a backup and restore when you are moving from a testing to a
production environment.
1. On the Tanium Module Server, stop the Trace service.
2. On the source host computer, go to Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Module Server\services\ and copy the trace-files directory.
3. On the target host computer, paste the directory to another Trace installation to
restore the state.
4. Restart the Trace service.
For a Linux host machine, replace the backslash (\) with a forward slash (/).
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Remove Trace tools
You can deploy a preconfigured package to remove Trace tools from an endpoint or
computer group.
1. Remove the target endpoint or computer group from the Trace Setup Action
Group.
a. From the Tanium Console, go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
b. In the Action Groups pane, click Trace Setup.
c. Click Edit.
The Trace Setup Action Group page opens.
d. In the Computer Groups section, deselect groups as needed.
e. (Optional) In the All machines currently included in this action group section,
review the included machines.
Note: This grid might take a few moments to populate when you
change your selections.
f. Click Save.
2. Using Tanium Interact™ or a saved question, run the Tanium Trace Status sensor.
3. From the endpoints that have Trace tools installed, drill down and select the
targets.
4. Deploy the Remove Tanium Trace Tools or Remove Tanium Trace Tools [MacLinux] packages to the targeted endpoints.
For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: Questions and Tanium Interact
User Guide: Using Deploy Action.

Uninstall Trace
You might need to remove Trace from the Tanium Module Server for troubleshooting
purposes.
1. From the Tanium Console, click Solutions.
The Solutions page opens.
2. Locate Trace, and then click Uninstall.
The Uninstall window opens, showing the list of contents to be removed.
3. Click Proceed with Uninstall.
4. Enter your password to start the uninstall process.
A progress bar is displayed as the installation package is removed.
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5. Click Close.
6. To confirm, return to the Solutions page and check that the Import button is
available.
Tip: If the Trace module has not updated in the console, refresh your
browser.
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Reference: Setting up the Trace zone
proxy service
Use the Trace zone proxy service to establish secure Trace endpoint connections
through Zone Servers. This configuration is particularly useful in network topologies that
have a DMZ configuration.
The Trace zone proxy service has two parts: the Trace zone proxy (TZ proxy) and the
Trace zone hub (TZ hub). The TZ hub is installed on a Tanium Module Server and the
TZ proxy is typically installed on a Zone Server. The TZ hub connects to one or more TZ
proxies, creating a tunnel between itself and each proxy to allow Trace remote endpoint
connections to be established.

Trace zone proxy service connections and certificates
The Trace zone proxy service involves three types of connections:
1. A TZ hub connects only to the Trace service that is identified by a trusted
certificate.
2. A TZ hub tunnel client initiates a connection to a TZ proxy tunnel service that has
two-way authentication.
a. A TZ proxy tunnel service accepts connections only from a TZ hub tunnel
client that is identified by a trusted certificate.
b. A TZ hub tunnel client connects only to a TZ proxy tunnel service that is
identified by a trusted certificate.
3. Endpoints connect to the TZ proxy that is identified by a trusted certificate.

Figure 11: Trace zone proxy service certificates
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As certificates near expiration, Trace warns you with a message on the workbench. You
can expand the message for details about the specific certificate. Errors are also
displayed in the same area in a red box. See the following image for examples.

Figure 12: Trace certificate messages

Import the Trace Zone Hub solution
The Trace zone hub must be installed as a solution from the Tanium Console.
IMPORTANT: The Trace module, version 2.2.1 or later, must be installed first.
1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. In the Tanium Content section, select the Trace Zone Hub row and click Import
Solution.
3. Review the list of changes and click Proceed with Import.
When the import is complete, you are returned to the Tanium Solutions page.
4. Verify that the values in the Available Version and Imported Version columns
match.
IMPORTANT: If you are using load balancers, persistence is required and they
must support secure WebSocket connections.

Create a Zone Server configuration package
For each zone server, you must create a configuration package that contains the
certificates and the connection information.
1. From the Tanium Console, go to Trace.
2. Click Settings

.

3. On the Zone Server tab, click Add Zone Server.
4. Fill in the connection details for host name, port, external address, and external
port.
CAUTION: The Zone Server Proxy host name must not be an IP address.
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5. Choose what kind of certificate you want.
l By default, you can use the auto-generated certificates.
l If you clear the Auto-generate check box, you can browse to and upload the
certificate and key files of your choice. The certificate must be in PEM format.
In the certificate signing request, enable both web server and web client
authentication.
6. Click Generate Package. The package displays a Pending status. The path to the
encrypted package ZIP file and encryption key displays. You need a specific
encryption key to extract the configuration package on a Zone Server.
The native Windows unzip utility does not support encrypted zip files. Use a thirdparty utility such as 7zip to unzip encrypted ZIP files on Windows Servers. You can
use the 7za.exe utility located at C:\Program Files(x86)\Tanium\Tanium
Client\Tools\StdUtils\7za.exe to decrypt and unzip the package.
IMPORTANT: If you are using split DNS, then you must generate a package for
each Zone Server with the same external port and another package for the Tanium
Server with the same external address.
Trace generates a deployment package for this proxy that includes all of the necessary
certificates and keys. The resulting ZIP file must be handled securely.

Install the package on the Zone Server
Manually install the configuration package on the Zone Server.

(Windows) Prepare the Zone Server
Before you install the Zone Server configuration package, create a directory in which to
install the package with the appropriate permissions. To follow the principle of least
privilege, choose or create a non-privileged user to run the Trace Proxy service.
The following steps are for Windows Server 2012 R2, but the setup should be similar on
other Windows versions.
1. Sign in to the Zone Server as an administrator. Create the directory where you plan
to install the Zone Server package, such as the <zone_server_dir>\tracezone-proxy directory.
2. After you create a directory, right-click the directory and go to Properties. In the
Properties, click the Security tab and then Advanced.
3. Click Disable Inheritance. In the Block Inheritance window, click Convert inherited
permissions into explicit permissions on this object.
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4. Remove all permission entries except Administrators and SYSTEM.
5. Add a permission entry for the non-privileged user that you created, giving that
user full control.
6. Assign this same user to be the owner of the directory. Click Change and enter the
user name.

Install the Zone Server configuration package
IMPORTANT: If you are using split DNS, then you must generate a package for
each Zone Server with the same external port and another package for the Tanium
Server with the same external address.
1. Delete the existing proxy, if one exists.
a. On the Zone Server, open a command prompt with elevated privileges. Go to
the existing proxy directory, for example: <zone_server_dir>\old_
proxy\proxy directory. Run the following command:
setup --service --uninstall
b. Delete the proxy directory.
2. From the Tanium Module Server, copy the Zone Server configuration package.
The ZIP file is in the <module_server_dir>\services\trace-zonehub-files\proxies directory. You can see the actual path in the Trace
workbench, with the name of the Zone Server configuration package.
3. Copy the configuration package to the Zone Server. Unzip the package using its
encryption key from the Trace workbench into the <zone_server_
dir>\trace-zone-proxy directory. If the Zone Server is running Windows,
make sure that you assigned permissions to this directory. See (Windows) Prepare
the Zone Server on page 64.
4. Open a command prompt with elevated privileges. Go to the <zone_server_
dir>\trace-zone-proxy\proxy directory and run the following command:
setup --service --install
5. Delete all copies of the Zone Server configuration package ZIP file.
6. Repeat for each Zone Server.

(Windows) Configure Tanium the Trace Zone Proxy service
After you create the service, change the service ownership to be the non-privileged user
that owns the <zone_server_dir>\trace-zone-proxy directory.
1. Open Windows services. From the Windows Start menu, click Run. Type
services.msc and click OK.
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2. Stop the Tanium Trace Zone Server service. Select the service from the list and
click Stop.
3. Right-click the service and go to Properties. Click the Log On tab.
4. Select This account. Enter the credentials for the non-privileged user.
5. Start the Tanium Trace Zone Server service. Verify that the service starts
successfully.

Publish the packages to the hub and endpoints
After the configuration packages are deployed, share the Zone Server configuration with
the TZ hub and the endpoints. All endpoints get all connection information and
certificates, allowing them to connect to any proxy.
1. From the Tanium Console, go to Trace.
2. Click Settings

.

3. On the Zone Server tab, click Publish All.
When the publish completes, all pending proxy configurations should change to Active
and all endpoints receive the external address and proxy certificate for each active
proxy.
At this point, the proxy configuration package is updated with the certificates and the
zone_servers.json file. The zone_servers.json file contains the connection
information for all TZ Proxies and looks similar to the following example:
"zs1.local": {
"Protocol": "wss",
"ServerAddress": "zs1.local",
"ServerPort": 17444,
"ServerCerts": [ "7f8ca1c2-5a5a-49b5-b5d4-b3c9e3e
]"
},
"zs2.local": {
"Protocol": "wss",
"ServerAddress": "zs2.local",
"ServerPort": 17444,
"ServerCerts": [ "a2b6c241-039d-459b-ac2b-57c31e7
]"
}
With this change, when an endpoint receives an action to initiate a remote endpoint
connection, the following logic is used to decide what connection information to use:
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l

l

It gets the value of the registry key HKLM\Software\Tanium\Tanium
Client\ServerName. This value indicates the Tanium Server/Zone Server that
the Tanium Client is currently registered with.
It reads in zone_servers.json and looks for a key that matches the value it
obtained from the registry.
l If a match is found, it uses the corresponding connection information to
establish the connection.
l If a match is not found, the endpoint uses the direct connection information for
the Trace service that is included with the action.

Upgrade the Trace zone proxy service
The Trace zone proxy service is not automatically upgraded when the Trace module is
upgraded. Although you can upgrade at any time, you can choose to upgrade whenever
a new version of the Trace Zone Hub solution is available. See the release notes for
information about what is included in the release.
IMPORTANT: When you upgrade the Trace Zone Hub solution, you must also
upgrade any TZ proxies.

Upgrade the hub
1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. In the Tanium Content section, select the Trace Zone Hub row and click Upgrade
Solution.
3. Review the list of changes and click Proceed with Import.
When the import is complete, you are returned to the Tanium Solutions page.
4. Verify that the values in the Available Version and Imported Version columns
match.

Upgrade the proxy on each Zone Server
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Generate a new Zone Server configuration package.
Install the package on the Zone Server.
Repeat for each Zone Server.
For split DNS, create and install a new package on the Tanium Server.
Publish the packages.
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Regenerate or replace certificates
If certificates expire or you need to refresh them, you can regenerate them or upload new
ones.
1. From the Tanium Console, go to Trace.
2. Click Settings

.

3. Click the Zone Server tab.
4. Next to the configuration name, click Settings

.

5. Next to the existing certificate name, click Delete.

6. Choose a certificate type for each certificate that you need to replace.
l By default, you can use the auto-generated certificates.
l If you clear the Auto-generate check box, you can browse to and upload the
certificate and key files of your choice. The certificate must be in PEM format.
In the certificate signing request, enable both web server and web client
authentication.
7. Click Generate Package.
8. Install the packages.
9. Click Publish All.

Troubleshoot the Trace zone proxy service
If an endpoint fails to connect to the Trace service after configuring Trace zone proxy
service, check the following areas.
1. Verify that the TZ hub tunnel client can connect to the TZ proxy tunnel service.
a. Go to the <module_server_dir>\services\trace-zone-hubfiles\logs directory.
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b. Review the log for the cause of the unsuccessful connection.

2. If the tunnel connected successfully, then look for connections coming in from the
proxy.
Each error message contains a class.
l If the class is tunnel client, there is a problem between the hub and the proxy.
l

If the class is proxy client, the connection from the hub to the trace service is
not working.

3. If the proxy has an incoming connection attempt, but there is an error connecting to
the Trace service, check the proxy settings on the hub and review the Trace logs.
4. If there is no connection coming in, review the proxy logs for any connection
attempts.
Look for errors in the following directories:
l

l

l

On the endpoint:
l <tanium_client_
dir>\Tools\trace\TraceWebSocketClient.log
l <tanium_client_dir>\Downloads\Action_###
In the Trace service log, at <module_server_dir>\services\tracefiles\logs\trace.log
In the proxy log, at <zone_proxy_dir>\proxy\logs

Uninstall the Trace zone proxy configuration
In certain situations, you might need to remove the Trace zone proxy configuration for
troubleshooting purposes.
1. Delete the zone server configuration from the hub and endpoints.
a. From the Trace home page, click Settings .
b. Next to the configuration name, click Settings
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c. Click Delete

.

d. Click OK.
2. Uninstall the proxy from the Zone Server.
a. On the Zone Server, open a command prompt with elevated privileges. Go to
the existing proxy directory, for example: <zone_server_dir>\old_
proxy\proxy directory. Run the following command:
setup --service --uninstall
b. Delete the proxy directory.
The proxy is removed from the hub and the proxy certificates are removed from all
endpoints.
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Reference: Trace sensors
Trace provides sensors that are executed on all endpoints and diagnostic sensors to
monitor the Trace service. Where appropriate, these sensor results include a timestamp
in the YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.mmm+00:00 format.
Note: Trace sensors permit the use of regular expressions. If Treat input as regular
expression is enabled, special characters and literals require character escapes.

Trace sensors
Trace sensors aggregate information on file, process, network, security, and registry
events collected at network endpoints. By default, these sensors execute on all
endpoints.
Trace provides the following sensors, each with specific parameters, for network traces:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Trace Executed Processes
Trace File Operations
Trace Logon Events
Trace Network Connections
Trace Registry Keys or Values
Trace Loaded Drivers
Trace Executed Process Trees
Trace Executed Process Hashes
Trace DNS Queries
Trace Image Loads

Trace Executed Processes
The Trace Executed Processes sensor returns historical data from each managed
endpoint regarding process executions.
Parameters

This sensor uses the following parameters to refine the endpoint data.
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Table 5: Trace Executed Processes parameters
Setting

Description

Time range

Returns historical results within the selected relative time range for each
endpoint. The default is from one hour ago until the present.
Available selections are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

30 minutes
1 hour
3 hours
12 hours
1 day
3 days
1 week
1 month
unlimited
absolute time range

If the Time Range field is set to absolute time range, the sensor uses the
value for the Absolute Time Range setting instead.
Absolute Time
Range

Returns historical results within the selected time range for each endpoint. To
use this setting, the Time Range field must be set to absolute time range.

Treat Inputs as
Regular
Expressions

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

Output Yes or No

Returns only a Yes or No indication of matches to the search parameters,
instead of full details.

Max results per
Host

Limits the number of results returned by the endpoint. If the results exceed the
value a warning indicates that the results were truncated.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple caseinsensitive substring match.

The maximum results per host is 10. However, if the Make Stackable
parameter is enabled, the maximum results per host is 100.
Make Stackable /
Skip Unique

Omits columns likely to be unique per host, such as host name and
timestamps, to facilitate stack analysis.

Process path

The directory and file name of the executed process.

Parent process
path

The directory and file name of the parent process.

Command line

Arguments supplied to the executed process; might or might not include full
path, depending on how the process was launched.
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Setting

Description

MD5 Hash

The MD5 hash of the file executed to create the process.

Domain

The domain, user group, or system context for the user that executed the
process.

Example: CORP
Username

The username that executed the process.

Example: joe.smith

Trace File Operations
The Trace File Operations sensor returns information about operations on files, for
example, RenamePath, CreateNewFile, Write, and DeletePath.
Parameters

This sensor uses the following parameters to refine the endpoint data.
Table 6: Trace File Operations parameters
Setting

Description

Time range

Returns historical results within the selected relative time range for each
endpoint. The default is from one hour ago until now.

Available selections are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

30 minutes
1 hour
3 hours
12 hours
1 day
3 days
1 week
1 month
unlimited
absolute time range

If the Time Range field is set to absolute time range, the sensor uses the
value for the Absolute Time Range setting instead.
Absolute Time
Range

Returns historical results within the selected time range for each endpoint. To
use this setting, the Time Range field must be set to absolute time range.
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Setting

Description

Treat Inputs as
Regular
Expressions

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

Output Yes or No

Returns only a Yes or No indication of matches to the search parameters,
instead of full details.

Make Stackable /
Skip Unique

Omits columns likely to be unique per host, such as host name and
timestamps, to facilitate stack analysis.

File path

The directory and path of the file.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple caseinsensitive substring match.

Example: desktop\words.doc or /usr/local/bin
File operation

The operation on the file.

Examples: CreateNewFile, Write, DeletePath, RenamePath
Process path

The path of the process executing the operation.

Example: system32\cmd.exe or /bin/chmod/
Domain

The domain, user group, or system context for the user that executed the
process responsible for the file operation.

Example: CORP
Username

The username that executed the process responsible for the file operation.

Example: joe.smith

Trace Logon Events
The Trace Logon Events sensor retrieves historical data about logon events on
managed endpoints.
Parameters

This sensor uses the following parameters to refine the endpoint data.
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Table 7: Trace Logon Events parameters
Setting

Description

Time range

Returns historical results within the selected relative time range for each
endpoint. The default is from one hour ago until now.

Available selections are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

30 minutes
1 hour
3 hours
12 hours
1 day
3 days
1 week
1 month
unlimited
absolute time range

If the Time Range field is set to absolute time range, the sensor uses the
value for the Absolute Time Range setting instead.
Absolute Time
Range

Returns historical results within the selected time range for each endpoint. To
use this setting, the Time Range field must be set to absolute time range.

Treat Inputs as
Regular
Expressions

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

Output Yes or No

Returns only a Yes or No indication of matches to the search parameters,
instead of full details.

Max results per
Host

Limits the number of results returned by the endpoint. If the results exceed the
value a warning indicates that the results were truncated.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple caseinsensitive substring match.

The maximum results per host is 10. However, if the Make Stackable
parameter is enabled, the maximum results per host is 100.
Make Stackable /
Skip Unique

Omits columns likely to be unique per host, such as host name and
timestamps, to facilitate stack analysis.

Domain

The domain, user group, or system context for the process.

Example: CORP
Username

The Active Directory username associated with the user account.

Example: joe.smith
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Setting

Description

Source host

The host name or IP address of one endpoint that is the target for sensor
execution.

Logon process

The file name of the executable that launched the logon process.

Example: process.exe or /usr/sbin/sshd
Logon type
number

A number indicating the logon type. This must be one of the following options:

Logon provider

The process associated with the logon event.

2: Interactive
3: Network
7: Unlock
10: Remote Interactive

Example: Advapi

Trace Network Connections
The Trace Network Connections sensor retrieves historical data about network
connection events on managed endpoints.
Parameters

This sensor uses the following parameters to refine the endpoint data.
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Table 8: Trace Network Connections parameters
Setting

Description

Time range

Returns historical results within the selected relative time range for each
endpoint. The default is from one hour ago until now.

Available selections are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

30 minutes
1 hour
3 hours
12 hours
1 day
3 days
1 week
1 month
unlimited
absolute time range

If the Time Range field is set to absolute time range, the sensor uses the
value for the Absolute Time Range setting instead.
Absolute Time
Range

Returns historical results within the selected time range for each endpoint. To
use this setting, the Time Range field must be set to absolute time range.

Treat Inputs as
Regular
Expressions

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

Output Yes or No

Returns only a Yes or No indication of matches to the search parameters,
instead of full details.

Max results per
Host

Limits the number of results returned by the endpoint. If the results exceed the
value a warning indicates that the results were truncated.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple caseinsensitive substring match.

If Make Stackable is enabled, the maximum is 100, without that setting the
maximum is 10.
Make Stackable /
Skip Unique

Omits columns likely to be unique per host, such as host name and
timestamps, to facilitate stack analysis.

Include 127.0.0.1
traffic

Select to include network connections from the localhost. This option
assumes that the localhost is the device running Tanium Console.

By default, traffic from the localhost is included.
Source IP
address

If the sensor is targeted to a single host, the IPv4 address of the device.
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Setting

Description

Source port

The port number from which the connection was made on the targeted host.

Destination IP
address

The IPv4 address of the destination.

Destination port

The number of the port to which the connection was made.

Process path

Use this option to specify the process path of the process to be found.

Example: jane.smith\software.exe
Domain

The domain, user group, or system context for the user that executed the
process responsible for the network activity.

Example: CORP
Username

The username that executed the process responsible for the network activity.

Example: jane.smith

Trace Registry Keys or Values
The Trace Registry Keys or Values sensor retrieves historical data about changes to
registry keys and values on managed Windows endpoints.
Parameters

This sensor uses the following parameters to refine the endpoint data.
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Table 9: Trace Registry Keys or Values parameters
Setting

Description

Time range

Returns historical results within the selected relative time range for each
endpoint. The default is from one hour ago until now.

Available selections are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

30 minutes
1 hour
3 hours
12 hours
1 day
3 days
1 week
1 month
unlimited
absolute time range

If the Time Range field is set to absolute time range, the sensor uses the
value for the Absolute Time Range setting instead.
Absolute Time
Range

Returns historical results within the selected time range for each endpoint. To
use this setting, the Time Range field must be set to absolute time range.

Treat Inputs as
Regular
Expressions

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

Output Yes or No

Returns only a Yes or No indication of matches to the search parameters,
instead of full details.

Max results per
Host

Limits the number of results returned by the endpoint. If the results exceed the
value a warning indicates that the results were truncated.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple caseinsensitive substring match.

The maximum results per host is 10. However, if the Make Stackable
parameter is enabled, the maximum results per host is 100.
Make Stackable /
Skip Unique

Omits columns likely to be unique per host, such as host name and
timestamps, to facilitate stack analysis.

Registry key path

The registry key path to search the target computer group for.

Example: HKLM\Software\VendorName\
Registry value
name

The key value to search the target computer group for.

Example: "Setting name" in HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Vendor's
name\Application's name\Version\Setting name
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Setting

Description

Operation

The type of registry event.

Examples: SetValueKey, DeleteKey, DeleteValueKey
Process path

The path of the process to be found.

Example: jane.smith\software.exe
Domain

The domain or system context for the user that executed the process
responsible for the registry change.

Example: CORP
Username

The username that executed the process responsible for the registry change.

Example: jane.smith

Trace Loaded Drivers
The Trace Loaded Drivers sensor retrieves information about driver load events.
Parameters

This sensor uses the following parameters to refine the endpoint data.
Table 10: Trace Loaded Drivers parameters
Setting

Description

Time range

Returns historical results within the selected relative time range for each
endpoint. The default is from one hour ago until now.

Available selections are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

30 minutes
1 hour
3 hours
12 hours
1 day
3 days
1 week
1 month
unlimited
absolute time range

If the Time Range field is set to absolute time range, the sensor uses the
value for the Absolute Time Range setting instead.
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Setting

Description

Absolute Time
Range

Returns historical results within the selected time range for each endpoint. To
use this setting, the Time Range field must be set to absolute time range.

Treat Inputs as
Regular
Expressions

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

Output Yes or No

Returns only a Yes or No indication of matches to the search parameters,
instead of full details.

Max results per
Host

Limits the number of results returned by the endpoint. If the results exceed the
value a warning indicates that the results were truncated.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple caseinsensitive substring match.

The maximum results per host is 10. However, if the Make Stackable
parameter is enabled, the maximum results per host is 100.
Make Stackable /
Skip Unique

Omits columns likely to be unique per host, such as host name and
timestamps, to facilitate stack analysis.

Driver path

The path and device driver file name.

Example: windows\system32\driver.sys
Driver hash

The hash of the specified driver file.

Driver signed

Select one of the following values to specify whether the device driver is
signed: Yes, No, or Either.

By default, this value is set to Yes.
Signing entity

The name of the vendor that signed the file.

Example: VendorName

Trace Executed Process Trees
The Trace Executed Process Trees sensor retrieves the child or parent process of the
specified process.
Parameters

This sensor uses the following parameters to refine the endpoint data.
Table 11: Trace Executed Process Trees parameters
Setting

Description

Process Name

Specifies the process name.
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Setting

Description

Treat Inputs as
Regular Expressions

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

Use Full File Paths

If enabled, the sensor output returns full file paths.

Output Yes or No

Returns only a Yes or No indication of matches to the search parameters,
instead of full details.

Process Context

Select one of the following values to specify where the process appears in
the tree: As Child or As Parent.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple caseinsensitive substring match.

By default, this value is set to As Child.
# of Events to Search

Specifies the number of process execution events to use when building
trees, counting back from the most recent results.
The maximum number of events is 20,000. Larger values might impact
how long the sensor takes to run.

Time range

Returns historical results within the selected time range for each endpoint.

Trace Executed Process Hashes
The Trace Executed Process Hashes sensor returns the MD5 hashes of all processes
executed within a specified time range.
Parameters

This sensor uses the following parameters to refine the endpoint data.
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Table 12: Trace Executed Processes parameters
Setting

Description

Time
range

Returns historical results within the selected relative time range for each endpoint.
The default is from one hour ago until now.

Available selections are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

30 minutes
1 hour
3 hours
12 hours
1 day
3 days
1 week
1 month
unlimited
absolute time range

If the Time Range field is set to absolute time range, the sensor uses the value for
the Absolute Time Range setting instead.
Absolute
Time
Range

Returns historical results within the selected time range for each endpoint. To use
this setting, the Time Range field must be set to absolute time range.

Max
results per
Host

Limits the number of results returned by the endpoint. If the results exceed the value
a warning indicates that the results were truncated.

The default maximum results per host is 500, but can be increased to any value.

Trace DNS Queries
The Trace DNS Queries sensor returns historical data from each endpoint regarding
DNS queries.
Note: This sensor is supported only for the following operating systems: Windows
2012 R2, Windows 2016, Windows 8.1, and Windows 10.
Parameters

This sensor uses the following parameters to refine the endpoint data.
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Table 13: Trace DNS Queries parameters
Setting

Description

Time range

Returns historical results within the selected relative time range for each
endpoint. The default is from one hour ago until now.

Available selections are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

30 minutes
1 hour
3 hours
12 hours
1 day
3 days
1 week
1 month
unlimited
absolute time range

If the Time Range field is set to absolute time range, the sensor uses the
value for the Absolute Time Range setting instead.
Absolute Time
Range

Returns historical results within the selected time range for each endpoint. To
use this setting, the Time Range field must be set to absolute time range.

Treat Inputs as
Regular
Expressions

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

Output Yes or No

Returns only a Yes or No indication of matches to the search parameters,
instead of full details.

Max results per
Host

Limits the number of results returned by the endpoint. If the results exceed the
value a warning indicates that the results were truncated.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple caseinsensitive substring match.

The maximum results per host is 10. However, if the Make Stackable
parameter is enabled, the maximum results per host is 100.
Make Stackable /
Skip Unique

Omits columns likely to be unique per host, such as host name and
timestamps, to facilitate stack analysis.

Process path

The path of the process to be found.

Example: jane.smith\software.exe
Username

The username that executed the DNS request.

Example: jane.smith
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Setting

Description

Query

The name sent for the query.

Example: w3.org
Response

The IP address resolved from the query.

Operation

The type of DNS operation.

Example: DNS Query Complete

Trace Image Loads
The Trace Image Loads sensor returns historical data from each endpoint regarding
image loads.
Note: This sensor is supported on all versions of Windows that are supported by
the Trace recorder.
Parameters

This sensor uses the following parameters to refine the endpoint data.
Table 14: Trace Image Loads parameters
Setting

Description

Time range

Returns historical results within the selected relative time range for each
endpoint. The default is from one hour ago until now.

Available selections are:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

30 minutes
1 hour
3 hours
12 hours
1 day
3 days
1 week
1 month
unlimited
absolute time range

If the Time Range field is set to absolute time range, the sensor uses the
value for the Absolute Time Range setting instead.
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Setting

Description

Absolute Time
Range

Returns historical results within the selected time range for each endpoint. To
use this setting, the Time Range field must be set to absolute time range.

Treat Inputs as
Regular
Expressions

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

Output only Yes
or No

Returns only a Yes or No indication of matches to the search parameters,
instead of full details.

Max results per
Host

Limits the number of results returned by the endpoint. If the results exceed the
value a warning indicates that the results were truncated.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple caseinsensitive substring match.

The maximum results per host is 10. However, if the Make Stackable
parameter is enabled, the maximum results per host is 100.
Make Stackable /
Skip Unique

Omits columns likely to be unique per host, such as host name and
timestamps, to facilitate stack analysis.

Process Path

The path of the process to be found.

Example: jane.smith\software.exe
Image Path

The path of the image to be found.

Example: windows\system32\library.dll
Image Hash

The hash of the specified image file.

Image Signed

Select one of the following values to specify whether the image is signed:
Yes, No, or Either.
By default, this value is set to Yes.

Signing Entity

The name of the vendor that signed the file.
Example: VendorName

Trace diagnostic sensors
Trace uses additional sensors to capture diagnostic information about the status and
operations of the Trace service. Trace issues these sensors on a default schedule.
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Table 15: Trace Diagnostic sensors
Sensor

Description

Tanium Trace Status

Use this sensor to obtain a
N/A
status report on Trace service
components and their
versions. This sensor
provides information about
the status of the operating
system components that are
used to collect information,
including the event recorder,
auditd, or the Microsoft
System Monitor. The results
returned also include when an
event was last written to the
database.

The results of the
Tanium Trace Status
sensor are displayed in
the Trace Home page.

Trace Invalid File
Operations

This sensor detects corrupt
databases.

N/A

If there is an invalid file
operation in the Trace
database, this sensor
returns a value of True.
Otherwise, this sensor
returns a value of
False.

Trace Database Size
More Than Threshold

This sensor determines
whether the specified
endpoint database exceeds
the maximum size.

The maximum
size of the
endpoint
database, in
bytes. For
example,
1000000000.

If the size of any
endpoint exceeds the
maximum value, this
sensor returns a value
of Yes. Otherwise, this
sensor returns a value
of No.

Trace Database
Exceeded Maximum

This sensor determines
whether the Trace endpoint
database has exceeded the
maximum configured size.

Double the
maximum size
of the endpoint
database, in
bytes. For
example,
2000000000.

If the answer is Yes, a
Scheduled Action
triggers a package to
disable Trace service
on the endpoint.

Tanium Trace
Database Health

This sensor examines the
Trace database for potential
issues, including exceeding
the maximum size,
mismatched schema version,
if integer timestamps are not
being used, and if a simple
database query fails.

N/A

This sensor reports if
the health check
passed, indicates the
database size, and lists
any detected issues
with the database.
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Sensor

Description

Parameter

Results

Trace Endpoint
Certificate Installed

This sensor checks whether
the Trace Endpoint Certificate
is installed.

N/A

If Trace Endpoint Filter
is installed on a
managed endpoint, this
sensor returns a value
of True. Otherwise, this
sensor returns a value
of False.

Tanium Trace
Endpoint Filters

This sensor lists the
endpoints that have Tanium
Trace filters installed.

N/A

If Trace Endpoint Filter
is installed on a
managed endpoint, this
sensor returns a value
of True. Otherwise, this
sensor returns a value
of False.

Trace Group
Configuration Level

This sensor determines
whether the trace database is
configured.

N/A

If the database is
configured on a
managed endpoint, this
sensor returns a value
of True. Otherwise, this
sensor returns a value
of False.

Windows Audit Policy

This sensor retrieves
Windows operating system
audit data.

N/A

Displays audit status by
alpha-ordered
category, subcategory,
and activity rating. Audit
status is indicated by
one of the following:
Success or No
Auditing.
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